1. Do you have absolute control and authority over yourself and all of your affairs?
2. Why not?
Because you have been tricked into voting for someone else to administer your affairs?
This means you have given a corporate company authority to look after you as they see fit.
They are the creditor (the one that profits from you). You are the debtor (the payer)
3. You have been filling out government forms as a legal persons/corporate entity
This gives them administration over your affairs in their entirety
They do this through a process of artificial construct/ legal construct.
Due to the government being a company it can not deal with anything of substance
Refer to Corpus Juris Secundum s16 p892
CQV Act 1666- Lost at Sea
4. As a company, contract law applies always. Look up the basic fundamentals of contract law
in NZ
5. Take note- any lies, trickery, misleading, force, deception - makes every transaction and all
contracts null and void. Fraud vitiates every transactions and all contracts absolute
Learn to comprehend all definitions of all words in legal dictionaries eg Blacks Law,
Butterworths NZ Legal Dictionary
These definitions are not what you have been lead to believe, they lead you into selfincrimination and contract, making you a crown entity.
6. Remember a crown entity is a corporate/ NZ Crown Property. All Acts of the Crown bind you
as the NZ Crown. This will always be forced upon you
So for example: As the Crown is administering your affairs you now have to beg/pay for
permission/permits/consents to build shelter, Fish, Farm etc. This is only for business- they
are all about profit through debt and interest. You are controlled through contracting and
believing they are holding authority over you.
7. Please start reading every contract/form. Look at how it is constructed.
For example:
-Full name, DOB, Place of residence
These words are confirming:
1. The name you have just written is a legal name / an artificial persons- representing
the NZ Crown
2. Date Of Birth: confirms the creation of the corporate entity such as your birth
certificate which is a company certificate
3. Place of residence is in reference to an artificial title. NOT land
8. Your land: Please research definitions of land in a legal dictionary
It refers to 2 things:
- land of substance/physical land
- Legal/artificial titles
The first is allodial title/ land of substance No one can own the land as no man created the land
No corporate entity (which is a legal fiction) can own Physical Land, Living Man, water,
animals, resources, ocean etc

The second, Legal Title, is an artificial legal fiction created by a company with a legal vail to
empower someone with powers they wouldn’t normally have
9. This legal title is only representing the land you looked at before you purchased it.
You thought you brought land, but you didn’t. You are using the land but it is only seen in
law as artificial, so that an artificial entity can achieve control over that land.
This is clearly misleading contract:
Did you get full and specific disclosure that you only brought the legal title? Yes you did - its
all in plain sight.
Did you get full and specific disclosure about the land transfer act which is binding you
through your lawyer, representing you and then making contract and accepting it for you?

10. Look very closely at the language used in council Information sheets on SNA’s. Nothing is
Direct, i.e ‘Landscapes’ = Art/ nothing of substance
Asking you to ‘sign here’ = corporate/consent / contract
A ‘declaration’= is written to lead you lead you into what they want you to agree to
Instead, cross out ‘signed by/signature’ and instead use ‘verified by’ with a red ink thumb
print of your right hand and first name only.
11. Once you have learnt to see misleading content, you can address it in several different ways:
Correct all the errors.
If it’s a company and you need to use your legal name:
Living man John trading as JOHN SMITH
This is for bank accounts etc
‘All interpretations are that of the hand that has written them’
‘All Rights Reserved’
Try not to give your last name at all, as this is the tool that corporates use to make your
name a corporate name. If you don’t give the surname or say YES if an agent try’s to get you
to own it, then they can’t claim ownership of you through fraudulent contract.
12. If its addressing Bad intent: gather all information possible then go through each word and
sentence using a legal dictionary to get true legal definitions of words as this will give you
their intent. This turns their action into a crime because it’s done with intent. Once they
have been informed it becomes actions of bad faith, which removes their protection to
prosecution on civil and criminal charge.
13. Farmers/Land owners
Look carefully at your land / company contracts
Can you see any misleading content? If so, highlight and correct the errors or Decline. This
makes the contract a nullity.
14. In relation to land, refer to STATEMENT OF FACTS as a guideline. Study and research it.
15. Please remember every man is responsible for his own actions. Work together in numbers.
Smile and enjoy.

